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Register your email via the Sender tablet to
get a copy of your very own SPINSHOT360!

Multiple
android
phone
cameras are
controlled by
the PC app.

SPINSHOT360

Frequently Asked Questions:

1. What phones work with SPINSHOT360?
Currently works with Nexus 5X/6P, Samsung S7, and Samsung A5 (2017) in 5Ghz WIFI network. Samsung J7 Prime
and Huawei GR5 (Honor 6X in other markets) work in 2.4Ghz WIFI network. We are testing Samsung J7 Pro now, and
we will advise our customers once confirmed. Nexus and S7 might be old but their cameras and built are enough to
work with SPINSHOT360. And they are inexpensive now.
2. How many phones do you need for 360º or 180º?
You can use up to 48 phones for 360º or 15 to19 phones for 180º. SPINSHOT360 can work with up to 48 phones but
using between 32 to 48 phones will require two (2) WIFI routers bridged together.
3. Does SPINSHOT360 work with DSLRs/GoPros/other cameras?
Currently, it only supports the devices listed above. One of the advantages why SPINSHOT360 use Android phones is
the screen size. It is easier and faster to make alignment and focusing with a bigger displays compared to DSLR
screens or viewfinders.
4. Can SPINSHOT360 do data-capture?
The Sender app captures data of your guests. Currently, it captures name, email, and phone number. The app can also
generate a report.
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5. Is SPINSHOT360 Customizable/White-labelable?
You cannot white-label the App itself but it can let you customize/white label for your clients the preview video (on TV
screen), UI preview, and the output video file using the built-in layout editor in the PC app. The PC app, Sender app,
and the Camera app only show very small SPINSHOT360 logo that does not affect your or your client’s branding.
6. Does SPINSHOT360 have social media sharing? How does it work?
It currently only supports auto-posting of the SPINSHOT360 videos to a Facebook page wall. However, it does not send
ALL videos automatically. In the Sender app (the tablet registration app), the guest can decide whether or not she
wants her video posted on FB by ticking on a check box. The app will only post videos of those guests who opted in.
To activate the feature, the app also requires a page manager log-in info to work.
7. Can SPINSHOT360 produce printed copy for guests to take home?
Yes, if a printer is connected to the SPINSHOT360 PC, it can automatically print 10x15cm size photo cards. QR code for
online access is also automatically generated so that guests can access their videos.

